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5 Technical Fundamentals
To play tennis successfully, it is important to have technique that allows a player to be effective, not waste
energy, minimize potential injury, adapts to the various situations a player encounters, and paves the way for
higher levels of play. There are 5 basic fundamentals that build a solid technical foundation.
(1. Grip, 2. Set-up, 3. Impact Point, 4. Hitting Zone, 5. Recovery).

Developing a relationship: You and your Impact Point (part 2)
Tennis is an, „impact sport‟. The impact of the ball is the most
important moment in all of tennis. Setting up a good relationship
between you and the ball effects balance, power, coordination,
timing, control, and a host of other crucial elements.

SERVE ‘BOX’
For the Beginner… (Tennis Rating 1.0-2.5)
Imagine a 3 dimensional box floating approximately six inches
higher than as high as you can reach with your racquet and slightly
closer to the net than your head. This is your „ideal‟ serve impact
point. Every point in tennis starts with a serve. The goal is to
execute a good „service toss‟ with the ball set in this Ball Control
Box.
A good toss is “lifted” into place with your arm hinging and extending
from the shoulder (not the elbow or wrist). The racquet motion is a
„throwing action‟ (Imagine throwing the face of your racquet at the
ball).
For the Intermediate player… (Tennis Rating 3.0-4.5)
A feeling of „letting go‟ rather than pushing is important to develop a
good serve. The impact must allow you to fully extend and „snap
up‟ at the ball. It should feel like quick „hit‟ rather than a „hard push‟.
For spin the ball toss is placed so the Ball Control Box is above your
head (rather than forward). This will allow more racquet head
motion across the ball to enhance the spin.

Beginner: Give yourself 1 point for contacting the ball inside your „Box‟, and one point for getting it in the appropriate service court.
Start with a “half serve‟ (starting with the racquet set beside the ear) at the serviceline. Focus on the impact. Move back to ¾ court
after 10 points. At ¾ court, focus on the „throwing action‟. Move to the appropriate service position behind the baseline beside the
centre mark after 10 points. The drill is over when you have accumulated 10 points at the baseline. Play serving to the Deuce side
first then, play on the Ad side.
Intermediate: Player “A” starts by playing points with both a 1 st and a 2nd serve. The scoring is „badminton‟ style (if the server loses
the point, serve goes to the opponent. Only the server can accumulate points) play up to 15. Double faults mean a possible lack of
focus on the impact point. The server loses the serve and 1 point on a double fault.

